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LadderLife 5.  Who’d have thought ?
 

Hope you and yours are doing OK.  
 

Here in Ladder Land (lol) we tried 
to bring some normality by putting
up a banner in our usual spot on the
railings of Hugglescote Community Centre…thought it might be a bright
addition to the ‘get yourself tested for COVID’ signs.  Certainly rather
more trivial than the latter, but you’ve got to have a go haven’t you?

How’s the music helping?  Are you enjoying ‘Band Of The Day’ on our
Facebook page?  We’re loving putting it together.
 

Not sure it’s helpful to compare lockdown experiences, but here at
Ladder HQ, the opportunity to have Planet Rock on the radio all day,
every day has been really helping.  And mind-expanding!  Dave now
reports now enjoying Aerosmith, Extreme and quite few others who he
was previously never a fan of (thank goodness they don’t play much
Dream Theatre © Dave).

Let us know if you've been entering previously unchartered musical
teritory.  Post it on our Facebook page @wearejacobsladder and maybe
we can venture with you.

In the meantime we hope you find stuff to enjoy and ponder in this
LadderLife.  This month we go from sharing the February love through
the season of Lent to the way to die well.

KEEP ROCKIN', STAY SAFE AND SHARE THE LOVE!!

The Ladder Team

WELCOME



I’D DO ANYTHING FOR LOVE 
(BUT I WON’T DO THAT)

So said Meatloaf in 1993, prompting many a listener to pause

and ponder what exactly they might do (or indeed NOT do) for

that crazy little thing called love.  Meatloaf would, apparently,

run into hell and back, be there till the final act, take a vow and

seal a pact. But the lyrics go on to suggest that he wouldn’t lie,

he wouldn’t forget the way he feels and he wouldn’t forgive

himself if it didn’t work out.

Your list might be different!

Having been asked about the title more than a few times over

the last 28 years, Meatloaf’s take on things explains the

purposeful ambiguity nicely:  “It sort of is a little puzzle and I

guess it goes by – but they’re all great things. ‘I won’t stop

doing beautiful things and I won’t do bad things.’ It’s very

noble. I’m very proud of that song because it’s very much like

out of the world of Excalibur. To me, it’s like Sir Lancelot or

something – very noble and chivalrous.” 
(source: https://nathanjollywrites.wordpress.com/2016/02/13/number-ones-meat-loafs-epic-rock-opera/)

So, on the subject of noblemen-

here we are in the celebrated

month of St Valentine, a 3rd

century Roman who was

associated with a tradition of

courtly love.



According to my limited knowledge, Emperor Claudius II executed two men- both

named Valentine - on February 14th of different years in the 3rd century A.D.  By all

accounts they were found guilty of refusing to deny their love for Jesus.  That’s what I

call love.  

So, how do us non-saints express the biggest emotion of all?  The tradition of songs

about love probably started in organised worship and is now doubtless best known to

us through rock and pop.  The back catalogue of chart success is littered with such

familiar examples of love songs that we can all pick a good few favourites without

even trying.  Love is all you need, Love changes everything, Love is a battlefield, Love

me tender, Whole lotta love.  My personal favourites are the iconic The Power of Love

(the Frankie Goes to Hollywood one not, for the record, Jennifer Rush, Celine Dion or

Huey Lewis’s) and A Thing called Love by Johnny Cash because it reminds me of my

gran (she played it when she was cleaning on Saturday mornings- I consider it the

most perfect song of all).



W H A T  B A N D  W O R T H  I T S

S A L T  H A S N ’ T  O F F E R E D

U S  A  P O W E R  B A L L A D

T O  B R O A D E N  T H E I R

A P P E A L ?

It’s hard to imagine any other topic

generating quite the passion and

heartache of this one. 

I am always thankful to the great

songwriters for putting into words such

powerful and seemingly inexpressible

sentiments with their wonderfully

memorable masterpieces. 

What band worth its salt hasn’t offered us a power ballad to broaden their appeal?

When Bon Jovi sang ‘I’ll be there for you’ it was hard not to fall a little bit in love with

Jon.   When Robert Smith of the Cure wrote Lovesong for his wife Mary, we saw a side

to him that made us feel all warm inside.  The first dance at a wedding, the statement

of ‘our song’ and many a romantic memory are intrinsically linked to a soundtrack.  But

it’s not just about that special someone- it can be about loving yourself, loving your

children, loving others, loving the world around you.   The mixtape of life is an

important thing. So, amid the slushy and sentimental, the cynically commercial and

the pure cheese, is love what makes the best songs happen?  Or am I being a hopeless

romantic in the month of the fluffy pink love heart? Probably, but I won’t apologise. 

 Love makes the world go round.

Editor's Note
You can check out Hayley's art at her facebook page @hayleyfernart



NOSTALGIA ISN’T WHAT IT USED TO BE

Once I had graduated from mere pop music to “proper” rock music (in my mid
teens I guess), we used to play this game of embarrassment called: “What was the
first album you ever bought?” No lies allowed - you had to be completely honest
no matter how toe curling the answer. Fortunately I was somewhat saved (by the
skin of my teeth), because I bought “Music from the BBC radiophonic workshop”
(https://www.discogs.com/BBC-Radiophonic-Workshop-BBC-Radiophonic-
Music/release/2807670) BEFORE I bought “The Glitter band’s Greatest Hits”
(Luckily that was my second album - Phew). In fact, I had bought the Radiophonic
Workshop record after listening to it in a customer listening booth in Woolworths
in 1969. Honest. (See last month’s article).
 
But as I look back on some of my most favourite albums which I bought in that
golden age of Rock (the 1970s) I wonder how much is genuine greatness and how
much is nostalgia. Indeed, how much is it to do with them being first heard during
those very formative years? If I heard any of them for the first time today, would I
consider them to be quite so fantastic?

I started wondering about this question when I realised that, even within the same
band I seemed to always manage to buy their “best” album first. Hmmm I thought,
maybe I just THINK they’re the best because for ME they were the first I heard of
that band.



Examples include: Yes: “Close to the Edge”, Genesis: “Selling England by the
Pound”, Rick Wakeman: “No Earthly Connection”, Pink Floyd: “Dark Side of the
Moon”, Queen: “A Night at the Opera”... and so on.
 
To amplify: Genesis -Great until the departure of Peter, Yes - Great until the end of
the 70s, Pink Floyd - Great until the departure of Roger, Queen - Great until they
stopped proudly writing on their album sleeves “No Synthersisers!”
 
As hard as I try to be completely objective now, looking back more than forty years
I still think each of those are the best albums in every case. (In spite of the fact that
in a quite recent interview I saw on TV - Rick Wakemen seemed to be rather
embarrassed when played a track from “No Earthly Connection” saying that he’d
completely forgotten about the album and was glad that he had). Weird! Maybe
he’d forgotten because he appears to have been drunk for most of that decade.

You see,  I do remember being rather disappointed a couple of times with the
reaction of friends to No Earthly Connection when I enthusiastically declared it
was the best album of all time before letting them hear it. The first was my
friend William who introduced me to HIS favourite band at the time - Rush, via
“2112”. He’d described it (correctly) as a wonderful concept album that told a
sort of SciFi story. Before hearing Rush myself I said “Great. That sounds just
like Rick Wakeman - listen to this: the greatest album of all time..” Will’s reaction
was like he’d just opened a disappointing Christmas present when he’d been
expecting something else. The OTHER friend I played the album to, advertising it
to him in those same terms... just laughed.. (A bit rude if you ask me).

So maybe it’s me. My nostalgia for that period and perhaps each being my first
exposure to the band explains how I might think they are the best, when
objectively they are not. What do you think? Have you ever had the same
experience?



But hang on a minute.. The same thing seems to be
happening all over again more recently: Examples: Steven
Wilson: “The Raven that Refused to Sing”, Porcupine
Tree: “Deadwing”, RadioHead “OK Computer” (yes to ME
they ARE recent), Michael Buble: “It’s Time” - ONLY
JOKING on that last one!
 
So maybe I’m just lucky? When I buy (or more likely
“stream” these days) an album from a band I haven’t heard
before - I should just stop while the going’s good. Is this
why fans often accuse their idols of “selling out” and
“going commercial”? Because they want to hang on to
that golden teenage nostalgia? (This is supported by the
evidence of some of my younger friends actually seem to
think that Phil Collins Genesis, or David Gilmore Pink
Floyd are BETTER than before!!)
 
So I’m glad that’s all cleared up: 
 
Now, the first car I ever bought was a mark one Ford
Escort. The best model of car ever made….
 
Until next time, as we say in Scotland around this Burns
Supper season:  Fair fa’ your honest, sonsie face,Great
Chieftain o’ the Puddin-race! Aboon them a’ ye tak your
place, Painch, tripe, or thairm: Weel are ye wordy of a
grace As lang ‘s my arm.



The Bible gives
mention of these
different types
of love

PROG &  PONDER

Which prog song do you reckon
best expresses them?
E-Mail suggestions to us at ladderemail@gmail.com



Jacob 's  Jukebox  Jury  is  a  select ion  of  3  newly

released  tracks  from  both  old  and  new  art ists .

This  is  a  great  chance  for  you  to  sample  some

new  music  and  decide  whether  you  think

these  songs  are  a  HIT  or  MISS .

JACOB'S JUKEBOX JURY



Rob Zombie

The Eternal Struggles of                            

the Howling Man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=EuhL6aTONM0
Robert Bartleh Cummings, known professionally as
Rob Zombie,is an American singer, songwriter,
filmmaker, and voice actor. He is a founding member
of the heavy metal band White Zombie, releasing
four studio albums with the band. The Eternal
Struggles of the Howling Man is his latest release.

Whitesnake

Slow An’ Easy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RZTIGcPHgfI
Whitesnake are a hard rock band formed in England
in 1978 by David Coverdale, after his departure from
his previous band Deep Purple. Slow an’ Easy was
an original “B” side track released in 1984. This has
been remixed and re-released 2021.

Ricky Warwick

When Life Was Hard and Fast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IWqy4S0pmjY
Ricky Warwick is a Northern Irish musician and
songwriter, and the lead singer with Black Star
Riders and Thin Lizzy. He is also the frontman for
the Scottish hard rock band The Almighty, with
whom he achieved chart success in the UK
throughout the 1990s. When Life Was Hard and Fast
was released 2021 from the self titled album.



DON ' T  PAN I C  ! !

In our daily lives we are bombarded with statistics – particularly in these crazy times of
pandemic – hospitalisations, case numbers, R rates, excess deaths etc. However
there is one statistic that has been called the Ultimate Statistic. It is simply this,

100% of people die.
 

One of the strangenesses of our contemporary culture is how we try so hard to ignore
this statistic.  Earlier cultures – where the prevalence of disease, famine, and violence
made death a much more frequent experience. When people had a life expectancy in
the mid 30’s, when infant mortality levels were really high, throughout a person’s short
life they were going to be confronted with death on a regular basis.



Now, at least in the developed world,
the advances in our living conditions,
our access to medicine, and the
established rule of law drastically
reducing violence, we live much longer
– now approaching 90 years on
average – which means that death
comes to us as more of a surprise.

Everyone feels immortal until the
moment they die.

Last LadderLife found me musing on
the sign of the skull and crossbones,
this month I’m thinking about the
subject of a happy death, you might be
forgiven for thinking I’m in a bit of a
gloomy place! In reality, nothing could
be farther from the truth.

It is important to think about death.
Indeed, it has been said that;

You are not really ready to live, until
you are ready to die.

Which maybe sounds crazy but expresses a great truth. Surely all of us want to live well,
to live a good life? I mean, we only get one go at this life thing, it would be a shame to
waste it by not making the most of it. But how can we know if we are living well? How do
we evaluate our life? Paradoxically, it is thinking about how our life will end that we gain
insight into how we can live it well. Helpfully, there is some good guidance from the
saints of previous ages.

Cardinal John Henry NEWMAN wrote a prayer about dying which included the following;
that I may die as I desire to live, in Thy Church, in Thy faith, and in Thy love. Amen.

 
Another old prayer says;

Give us the grace to prepare for our last hour by a devout and holy life



Do you see the theme emerging? The point is being made that a good death is one that
concludes a good life. In other words, 

Those who live well, die well.

Those, whose life has been always directed towards God and towards good, will find
that death comes gently, as a friend, as a completion. Some Christian traditions has
described death as being ‘promoted to glory’. The idea being that for the Christian
death is an advancement, a promotion, not a disaster and not a ruination.  Those who
have sought to know and love God more and more in their lives will find that death
comes as the ultimate fulfilment of that desire – they get to enter into a quality of
relationship with God that have always desired, striven for, but which they were unable
to fully achieve in life.

In the Church of England Compline is an evening service that seeks to prepare us for
the coming night. However, as with most liturgy, it is richer and deeper than that. As it
looks to the coming night’s sleep, and seeks God’s blessing and protection in that
period of bodily refreshment, there are also resonances of the final ‘sleep of death’.
This is expressed in the opening prayer;

The Lord almighty grant us a quiet night and a perfect end.

But what is a ’perfect end’?  Picturing a good death we might imagine ourselves
surrounded by a loving family ‘old and full of years’. But what about those who die
fighting against forces of oppressions, facing down drug barons, who are murdered by
despotic rulers because they cried out for freedom? Aren’t those also ‘perfect ends?’

There is a lot of imagery in the Bible of the Christian life as a battle, a struggle, a
conflict. Those who ‘Fight the good fight of the faith.’ (1 Timothy 6:12, NIV), who battle
to their dying breath are the ones who are promised eternal life as their reward;

Be faithful, even to the point of death, and I will give you life as your victor’s
crown. (Revelation 2 :10, NIV)

Editor's Note
Want more of Stephen?  Check these out:
www.lulu.com/spotlight/stephenjohnmarch
www.fuelforpilgrims.org
www.runningwithgod.org



Which is expressed nicely in another prayer about death;
Lord Jesus, pour into us the spirit of Thy love, that in the hour of our death we may be

worthy to vanquish the enemy and attain unto the heavenly crown: Who livest and
reignest, world without end. Amen.

So a happy death is also an accomplishment, a victory, an achievement. Perhaps the
most helpful reminder about dying is that as followers of Jesus we do not die alone.
St Joseph, Jesus’ earthly father, seems to have been much older than his wife Mary
and he disappears from the scene fairly quickly, certainly before Jesus begins his
ministry.  So Joseph must have died while Jesus was a young man. So we can imagine
the picture of Joseph on his deathbed with Mary and Jesus at his side.

This has been seen as symbolic of the death of all those who follow Jesus. Mary, often
called the Mother of the Church and Jesus our Saviour, Lord and friend will be at our
side at the moment of our dying and bring us safely into the presence of God.
This association with St Joseph has led to him being the patron saint of a happy death.

A prayer that is probably 1,900 years old ends like this;
St. Joseph, patron of departing souls, pray for us. Amen.

 
So, a happy death? Yes, it is possible. It is possible; if you live your life in the light of
your death; if you set your aim towards good and towards God; if you fight and
persevere in the good fight of the faith.

I wish you all ‘A Happy Death’.



prioritise - then chill
What I’m trying to do here is to get you to relax, to not be so

preoccupied with getting, so you can respond to God’s giving. People

who don’t know God and the way he works fuss over these things,

but you know both God and how he works. Steep your life in God-

reality, God-initiative, God-provisions. Don’t worry about missing out.

You’ll find all your everyday human concerns will be met.

matthew 6

THE JESUS DEALTHE JESUS DEAL
WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT THE WAYS TO A 

PURPOSEFUL & FULFILLING LIFE



commit -  not just on sunday
Take your everyday, ordinary life — your sleeping,

eating, going-to-work, and walking-around life —

aNd place it before God as an offering. Embracing

what God does for you is the best thing you can do

for him.

romans 12

it's not all about you 
But he’s already made it plain how to live, what to

do,  what God is looking for in men and women.It’s

quite simple: Do what is fair and just to your

neighbor, be compassionate and loyal in your love,

And don’t take yourself too seriously —    take God

seriously.

MICHA 6

be an example
You’re here to be light, bringing out the God-colours

in the world. God is not a secret to be kept.

matthew 5



stay smart - stay clean
TDon’t waste your time on useless work, mere

busywork, the barren pursuits of darkness. Expose

these things for the sham they are. It’s a scandal

when people waste their lives on things they must

do in the darkness where no one will see. Rip the

cover off those frauds and see how attractive

they look in the light of Christ.

ephesians 5

share the love
Stay wide-awake in prayer. Most of all, love each

other as if your life depended on it. Love makes up

for practically anything.

1 peter 4

let go and let god
We humans keep brainstorming options and plans,    

but God’s purpose prevails.

proverns 13



We're in the grips of winter

When the north winds blow.

Bringing with them mist and merk,

And bitter, ice and snow. 

 

But we can't go out, we still can't meet.

So put on a tune, and turn up the heat. 

 

Music I'm told is good for the soul,

A good guitar solo, will make you feel whole.

Regardless of choice, Metal, rock or prog.

Old school or new wave they'll all do the job. 

 

We'll share with you our favourites,

Then discuss them and debate.

In good faith, and with banter,

But never with hate

 

As Valentine shoots his cupid's bows,

Let music and faith relieve your woes. 

While we're still apart, please don't dismay 

We'll soon reunite, one fine day.

 

 

Keep rocking, keep safe



One of the main features of our get-togethers at The Hawley is our two-part
quiz, so we thought we’d replicate that in LADDERLIFE in the familiar format.
You’ll find part two later in this edition, but for now here are the first 10
questions.  The answers can be found at the very end, straight after the
‘Church Notices’.  Due to a chronic lack of entries, we are now playing just for
larks, so...

AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

from the searches of the judge

Linkin Park All Acapulco-Like
https://youtu.be/Z2Ymeh7xWRg



Hi – my name is Frances,  Dave’s 81

year old Mum.  Nearly 19 years ago

my husband, Alan and I moved to

the coast after living in

Hugglescote for over 60 years.

In 2020 we celebrated our

Diamond Wedding (60 years) and

as you know Dave is 58 although

his Dad used to tell everyone we

were married in the February and

Dave was born in September;

omitting that it was two years

later!!

When Dave was around 3 years old

the Beatles brought out Twist and

Shout.  He loved this and would

shake his head from side to side

and did quite a party piece.  

He always loved his music and

would do his homework sprawled

on the carpet with his headphones

on.  I would nag him and say you

will never learn anything that way.  

How wrong was I?  He had

excellent school results and now

has a string of letters after his

name.



Dave was a drummer in the Church Lad’s Brigade and his Dad and I went

to see him do a demonstration when yet again he was brilliant (I know I

am his Mum and he can’t do anything wrong) but he really was.   Sadly

in those days we did not have a camera or mobile phone to record

the event.  Not long after that we bought him a snare drum.

Dave’s Granddad was a drummer and he could get a tune out of an

armchair or a biscuit tin and you must have noticed that Dave taps on

everything in sight – but he loves all of this plus Speedway!

When Dave was at home I can remember hearing the music belting out

from his bedroom of Deep Purple formed in 1968 and considered to be

among pioneers of heavy metal just like Dave is now a Pioneer Minister

of Jacob’s Ladder.   David Coverdale left  Deep Purple and formed

Whitesnake in 1978.  Then along came the Canadian band RUSH – Dave’s

absolute favourite.  Also around that time there was Led  Zeppelin,

Judas Priest and later Metallica.  When Dave left home I missed hearing

the music and the beat and I am sure if I was at one of Jacob Ladder’s

get togethers I would still be tapping along.



These days my taste is so very different.  Back in the 50’s I can

remember being in a queue with his Dad outside the Rex Cinema in

Coalville to see Bill Haley and the Comets.  I was also very much into

Elvis and the Big Bands.  His Dad was quite a fan of Lonnie Donegan the

Skiffle icon and the Everly Bros.  Talking of Lonnie Donegan me being a

typical teenager taunted my Dad when he had all his teeth out with a

Lonnie Donegan song   “Ham and Eggs, Pork and Beans”.

As I am very hard of hearing I prefer the visual approach to music via

You Tube.  I am a real fan of The Voice and the coaches.  I love it when

Tom Jones sings Keep Your Hat On, Shake Rattle and Roll, Kiss etc and

the beat of the backing group.  Interestingly Lonnie Donegan’s

son Peter was on the Voice and sang a duet with Tom Jones with a piece

Lonnie had written for Tom –“ I’ll never fall in love again”.  Olly Murs too

is a favourite with songs like “Dance with me tonight”.  One of my all

time favourite songs is “That’s Life”.  There are so many versions but I

am enjoying the version by the Jack Pack Big Boy band at the moment.

Another favourite is Jools Holland and his Rhythm & Blues orchestra

plus Ruby Turner.  Love to watch Ruby giving her all to “Peace in the

Valley.”  More in the style of Gospel Music.



Completely different and far removed from prog rock is Andre Rieu and

his orchestra.  Not only are they brilliant musicians but when you watch

a performance you see so much love and happiness surrounding the

people at the concert.  You will also see much fun amongst the

musicians.  It makes you stop and think why can’t the world be like this.

Whatever music choices you make in life you will find music is a therapy

which lifts the spirits.  Sometimes it brings out emotions in us we never

knew we had.

Faith is important too – it is comforting to know that the Big Man is

always there for us 24/7 – just to be able to simply say “Wrap your arms

around our family and keep them safe” is a comfort when you are far

away from each other.  Or to remember the words of Captain Tom

“Tomorrow will be a good day”.

Believe it or not Alan and I were the original Donkey Derby fund raisers

and that  is still going strong today.  We have many a laugh when we

think of the old days and games we used to play.  One game was where

we had two teams of chairs for adults to sit on and we would give each

one an animal name.  Alan would read a Zoo story and mention an

animal’s name and when they heard this they had to leave their chair

and run round the chairs to get back to their seat.  Competition was

fierce and they would run like the clappers.  Don’t suppose it would be

allowed today from a health and safety point of view. 

Enjoy Jacob’s Ladder get  togethers and  be kind to each other.  Keep

thinking optimistically to the return of normality when I am sure you

will all have good times once again.  



It was Pancake Day Last
Tuesday…
 
‘Pancake Day’ or Shrove
Tuesday is the day before
Lent Begins. 
 
It’s also called Mardi Gras
(Fat Tuesday) in many
countries around the world –
Carnival time.. a time of
celebration, parades and
parties… New Orleans & Rio…
 
In the same way that Advent is
a time for us Christians to
prepare our hearts for
Christmas, Lent is our time of
preparation for Easter.

The name Shrove comes from
the word “shriven” meaning to
confess your sins and receive
forgiveness. 
 
Forgiveness for sins is at the
heart of the Easter story and
many Christians choose to use
Lent as a time to think about
their own behaviour and to
recommit themselves to God. A
Shriving bell used to call
people to church to confess on
Shrove Tuesday .. ahead of the
Ash Wednesday services.

Some people choose to give up
things during the period of Lent
such as unhealthy foods or
treats like chocolate or
dedicate part of Lent to asting. 
 
Early Christians gave up eating
meat for Lent… did you know
that the word carnival comes
from the Latin “remove meat”!…

This sacrifice/giving things up
in some way reminds us of the
sacrifice and temptation of
Jesus when he was in the
desert for 40 days at the
start of his ministry.
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But before we remember Lent
we need to get rid of all the
fatty stuff that’s bad for us.
Back in the day that was flour
and eggs and milk and butter
that would be in the larder –
things that you would not want
to go to waste … so what
better than to make some
pancakes!  The tradition of
pancake races apparently
started when a girl heard the
Shriving bell and ran to church
still tossing her pancake in the
frying pan!

Sundays were a day off in Lent
– if you count the days of Lent
between Ash Wednesday and
Palm Sunday you will find
there are 46 days not 40 – so
maybe an excuse for a “cheat
day” when you really want
that Mars bar!

One of the Lent Sundays is Mothering Sunday – when people working in service used to
return home and visit their mother church (home town or village) perhaps taking a
traditional Simnel cake or flowers home to their mum too. Mother’s Day will be a bit
different this year.. Personally, I think giving things up is too negative especially in
these Covid 19 lockdown times when we have given up so much of what we had become
accustomed to and things that we enjoyed… like going shopping, a meal out, meeting
friends and family, church services and for you folks things like Ladder nights…It has
been a tough year  . 
 
I prefer to start something new during Lent – usually a bible course – but last Lent I
found myself learning new things like baking bread from scratch, that progressed to
trying out new cooking recipes making best use of what we could get, and then quite
quickly I moved on to brewing my own beer! I’ve just bottled a chocolate coconut stout
that should be ready for Easter! Handy now the pubs are shut… but sadly nobody to
sit and drink it with…
 
We certainly won’t be partying at the Mardis Gras this year…. But we can all start
learning something new, or share something with others this Lent… and we can make
some pancakes. What’s your favourite pancake topping? Me? I prefer Scotch pancakes
(aka drop scones) with butter and crispy bacon… As you make your pancakes why not
pray and thank God for all the good and rich things in your life.
 
God Bless



controversy court

LAST MONTH'S JUDGEMENT 

to the question: "Cover versions.

should they be allowed; yes or no?"

 

Hard to decide whether or not

it was a ‘For’ or ‘Against’.  Both

Debs and Mike made compelling

cases.  So I have ruled, “cover

versions are allowed but not of

famous songs”. You should/can

only do covers of lesser known

songs to see if you can improve

them. You cannot improve Smoke

on the Water, so don’t try. Case

dismissed as a mis-trial 

The Judge speaks:
"February (the 6th actually) is the 10th Anniversary of the passing
of Gary Moore - the greatest guitarist the world have had ever
heard! So I thought it would be fitting to debate who is the greatest
Blues guitarist of all time? No need to sell your soul to the Devil
on this, but it opens a whole raft of artists. Please name yours and
some songs we should listen to?"



Who is the best Blues guitarist?  Well as this is a session of Controversy Court ……
here I go!

….. Nobody…

Blues is about the music and the words and the feeling … not about who the best
guitarist is …

There are lots of great blues/rock guitarists out there and I will close my submission
with one blues rock guitarist who stands out for me, but let’s start my evidence with
what is simply a cracking Blues album … and a must have album for any blues fan… 
Honkin’ on Bobo …. from US rockers Aerosmith released in 2004…The track list is full
of classic blues covers… a tribute to the band’s roots and influences… Songs from Bo
Diddley, Smiley Williams, Sonny Boy Williamson II, Muddy Waters, Mississippi Fred
McDowell, Little Walter and more .. it’s great …. give it a listen and enjoy a refreshing
take on some blues classics. Aerosmith have even throw in a few covers of covers .. 

Rolling Stones You Gotta Move from the 1970 classic album  Sticky Fingers … a blues
standard written by Rev “blind” Gary Davis and Mississippi Fred; Then there’s Baby
Please Don’t Go..  a cover of a song by the Belfast band Them .. it was one of Them’s
first releases in October 1964 and as well as featuring a 19 year old Van Morrison on
vocals, blues/rock guitar legend Jimmy Page is allegedly playing second guitar on the
track.. the band were covering a 1949 John Lee Hooker version of the song   … the
song dates way back into the mid 1800s and has been covered many times.. who
can forget the AC/DC version from their 1975 debut High Voltage?  On the B-side of
the Them single was their and Van’s classic song Gloria.  Honkin’ on Bobo is
unmistakeably Aerosmith – despite what you may think Joe Perry is a great blues
guitarist (listen to their early stuff) - but it’s Steve Tyler’s vocals and harmonica
playing that says this is blues… Give it a spin – you won’t be disappointed – you may
even come to like the blues.  

MIKE GOES

UNOPPOSED



IMAGE CREDIT .. MADIE RAMSER

There’s a cover of Fleetwood Mac’s Stop Messing Around on Honkin’ on Bobo which
gets the full Aerosmith treatment .. written by Peter Green who is often hailed as
one of the greatest blues/rock guitarists.  Which leads me to a shout out for a great
Blues/Rock guitarist.

Peter Green wrote a song called Oh Well for Fleetwood Mac in 1969. It was only
released as a single in the UK and features on their greatest hits album.

Back in 2012 we went to see Slash feat Myles Kennedy and the Consprators at the
NIA in Birmingham. Slash introduced and jammed with a young (then 20 year old)
Welsh blues guitarist called Chris Buck.. have a look.
Slash/Chris_Buck Blues Jam (Birmingham NIA 9.10.12) - Bing video

I enjoyed it so much I sought out his recorded music for months after and –
eventually he released his 2013 album Postcards from Capricorn by Chris Buck and
the Big Horns – it features a truly awesome cover of Oh Well … and among other
covers one of Thin Lizzy’s Still in Love with You (Gary Moore anyone?)  The album
underlines why some hail Chris Buck as one of the greatest blues rock guitarists of
all time (he is number 1 in Music Radar’s list .. holding off Joe Bonamassa) ..  he
is now recording with Sally Ann Evans and their 2019 album Write Another Day by
Buck & Evans is a belter.. For those who prefer to reminisce about the good old blues
rock guitarists .. give Mr Buck a spin… and change your mind… it’s 2021 after all…
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Like many - and we're the
fortunate ones - my
workload has dramatically
increased during the
pandemic…and the hours of
operation have shifted and
extended. I'm far from
complaining - it’s helped
keep me sane.  As has my
weekly ritual of tuning into
'Fish on Friday'.  Absolutely
brilliant; moving, funny and
challenging.  Just like his
lyrics.
 
I’ve always been a bit of a
Fish fan.  Our own Star Wars
Café was born after his last
gig at Rock City.
 
Played on the same festival
bill as him once and ended
up borrowing his drummer’s
kit; mine being about 300
miles away (don’t ask).  And
more Fishy trivia; our
Richard (Jack Out Of His Box)
shops in the same Co-Op
these days…queuing for pop! 

NOW WHAT'S
HITCH BANGING
ON ABOUT?

Anyway, between rants about his decaying
LPG tank, the Brexit impact on touring and
his disappointing turnip harvest, he said
something a few weeks ago which made
me really think.

He’s not long released his, supposedly,
final album and is dealing with running his
own lockdown cottage industry packing
them and posting them out to a iminishing
but loyal fanbase.   It’s clearly causing him
all sorts of aggro and won’t pay off the
mortgage.  So why bother?  He’s had his
fifteen minutes.  Why?  Because it's in him.  
He just has to he just has to. 



J U S T  G O T  T O

And there it is.

Don't we each have stuff that we just
have to.  For no other reason than it's
part of us.  It's who we are?

For me, it’s drumming.  The chops are
long gone (no worries; always wanted
to be a Charlie not a Billy).  One of the
limbs went on permanent vacation 7
years ago (deal with it).  And as for the
memory…

The excellent thing about reaching this
stage of life is that none of it matters. 
 No need to impress anymore.  Just be
happy doing it.
 
After a lifetime of doing separate
things, it’s been really great having a
crack at some songs with this fella. 
Looking back. I suppose since leaving
school, we’ve both had our musical
moments in the sun.  But now we  just
want to do our thing.  It’s just fun and
doing what mates do.
 
We both dabble with more than one
band.  Doesn’t matter any more.  No
jealousy.  No pressure. No competition.  
No conflict.  We’re just doing what
we’ve got to do.

What is that you just have to do?



WITH   DEBS



DEB'S FEELING BLESSED

Lockdown has been challenging for everyone, not seeing love ones, going out for dinner, just that social

interaction we all want. This time the schools have been closed and children doing online learning.

Well, that would be great if ever school child had a laptop. The cry went out on radio Leicester, for

people that have an old laptop to donate, they will update and give to children that require them. 

So, I dug my old laptop out, the one you keep at the back of the cupboard, hoping and praying that it

will work, knowing that its not worked properly for years, you fire it up and yes it still does not work,

just crashes, and wonders what year it woken up in. Went to the Springboard Centre in Coalville and

saw James from Coalville Computer Nerd, explained they I want to give it to a school child. Turned it

around within a day, would highly recommend, did not rip me off, super job of revamping. So, the child

that I gave it too, was from a single mum that had suffered domestic abuse, so already feeling isolated. I

had helped previously with wardrobes, units and other bits and bobs. But this was for a 6-year-old that

can finally reconnect with her teacher and class friends. To do online learning and not fall behind with

any classwork, bringing the outside in. Was sent a video of her on a zoom call a few weeks later with

her teacher, the excitement, joy in her face, made me feel very proud that I had helped someone,   My

Christianity felt good.

Every day we have a choice that moves us more towards love or more towards fear. But when we make

the choice of love in the form of helping others, our hearts are filled with feelings of thankfulness. 

 Everyone needs a little help sometimes. After all, no one is meant to go through life alone. If life has

given you blessings, it is important to share those with your community. For some people, that could

mean volunteering with a local charity or donating to a good cause, like Feed the Need Coalville. For

others, sharing blessings might be as simple as having a conversation with someone or lending

emotional support to a friend who is going through a tough time.

We will get there, just a little longer in Lockdown, so hang in their people, there is always help, just

reach out.
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